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LAKEWARD AND DOWNSTREAM MOVEMENTS OF
AGE-O ARCTIC GRAYLING (THYMALLUS ARCTlCUS)
OHIGINATING BETWEEN A LAKE AND A WATERFALL
Mark A. DelerayJ Hnd Calvin M. Kuyu.l,2
AR'l1'HIIC[-Ardic gruyling in Deer Lake, Montana., spawn only in the 350·rn segment of outlet stream between the lake
<lnd n waterfall. The pllrpo!ie of this study was to examine consequences of and pos~ble udaptatiol}s hy this population to
spawning above tile falls. by determining the extent of loss over the fan" of age-O young, the daily and st:a!ionul patterns of
such losses. llnd tile sea:<:onal pattern of movement upstream into tbe lake hy the remaining young. We measurl",-d flSh
movements during 1989 and 1990 with tmps placed at the outlet and at the fnlls. from fry swimup in July until October or

Novemher. Young went ovcr the falls predominantly as llewly swimming fry at night. In 1989 ahout 5000-9000 were lost
downstream, representing an e.'itimated 4-7% or less of}Uung produced Most young thus appear adapted to maintaining
their position above the falls. A few started entering the lake in August and Septetnber, but only 95 in 1989 and 23 in 1990
had done so by the tim~observntions were ended by the onset ofwintery conditions. Most mo~ment into the lake appemcd
to occur sometime dUring the six to seven months of annual ice cover. ThIs extended period of stre..'UJl residence contrasts
with early Jakcward movements reported for other inlet -spawning, L-tcllstrine grayling populatiOns and may be an udaprntirm
for l.lvoiding predation hy lurge conspecifics in Deer Luke.
Kerj word~; migmt'um,fi~h, grayling. ThymaUus arcticus, salnwnid-;, uxlleryall. stream. lake.

Limited information is available on movements ofyoung fish from populations inhabiting
or spawning in small headwater streams above
waterfalls. An innate tendency of young fish
from such populations to hold position or move
upstream in water CHTrent (positive rheotaxis)
would be highly advantageous in preventing
their irretrievable loss over the falls. Such loss
should be hmited to enable the population to
maintain itself, and appropriate behavioral
adaptation would be promoted through removal
from the gene pool of young fish that did go
downstream. Evidence for such adaptation is
provided by studies reporting httle or no loss
over waterfalL; of young fish from long-estabhshed, native populations of rainbow trout
(OnfXlrh'lncIuJs mykiss) and cutthroat trout (0.
clarki) in North America (Nmthcote 1969,
Northcote and nartman1988) and brown trout
(Sa.lrrwtruUa) in Europe (Jonsson 1982). Experimental studies have provided evidence for a
genetic basis of such rheotadic adaptation in
rainhowtrout and brown trout (Northcote 1981,
Northcote and Kelso .1981, Jonsson 1982).
Although there is evidence for genetically

based, positive rheotaxis by young Arctic grayling (Th'lrrwllus aretims) in streams (Kaya .1989,
1991), there have been no previous studies on
their pOSSible loss over waterfaJIs. Young gray-

ling may be more susceptible to such loss than
young trout, since young grayling are much
smaller and appear to be weaker swimmel~. At
swimup (initiation of swimming), young grayhng are about 9-11 mm in length (Kay• .199.1),
compared to 20 mm or more for rainbow trout
(Northcote .1982). The pre"ent obselVations
were conducted on a population of b'Tayling that
lives in a lake near the head of a mountain valley
and spawns only in a short stream section
betwecn the lake outlet and a waterfall. Objectives of the study were to determine whether
age-O (first-year) yonng are lost downstream
over the falls, the daily and seasonal patterns of
such losses, and the seasonal patterns of their
upstream movement into the lake. Perpetuation
of such a population would depend on limited
downstream loss of their progeny, and residence
in the lake would require upstream migration by
the young. The study was designed to include
movements of the earhest mobile Im"ae, an

I 1liu1c'lO' l'-:p..rt'nell(, MOlll:ll\ll Strnc UIliver3i(y. lkv.em.,n.. Mnnlan. 5\171 1.
! Alllbm III whOln ('''""'''-''IIO'l<lffl'OO .1.",,1<1 he ad<!rc.o;oooL
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aspect that appears lacking from most past studies involving downstream movements from salmonid populations above waterfalls.
STUDY SITE AND POPULATION

345

ignated wildenless area and is reached via a trail

that extends abollt 10 km from andchmbs about
1000 m above the nearest motor vehicle access.
Loss of ice cover from the lake and stream and
spawning activities

by grayling were monitored

through weekly hikes to the site starting in late
Obselvations were conducted in 1989 and
1990 on the :350-m long section of Deer Creek
that flows from Deer Lake to a 3-m, vertical
waterfall. The lake is located at 2780 m altitude
near the head of a mountaiu vaney in the Madison Range of southwest Montana. Dimensions
of the stream on 19 August 1990, measured
bank-tn-hank at fIve locations along each of 34
transects between the lake outlet and the water-

fall (Delerav
, ID9I), were meau width of 5.88 m
(range 1.08-21.0), mean depth of 0.10 m (range
0.0-0.41), ,md mean water velocity (measured
at 0.6 X depth at each location) of 0,05 m/see
(range 0.0-0.48). Estimated discharge volume
ranged £i'om about 0.02 to 0.05 m'/see between
2 July and 9 September IDDO.
Previous observations had indicated that
Arctic grayling, the only fish in the lake, spawn
only in the outlet stream (Kaya W8D). The outlet
stream is inhabited by grayling fly (age-O flsh
smaller than about 2 ..5 em in length; Piper et aL
1982) and other young up to about 14 em iu
length. Larger fish are rare, except when SPa\\"l1-

ing adults are present during early summer.
Numbers of adults spu\vning in the stream were

estimated by electrofishing mark-anci-recapture methods at 803 (95% CL + 104) in 1989 and
1109 (95% CL+ 124) in 1990, with sirnilarnumbel'S of males and females (Deleray 19m). The
350-rn segment between the lake and the water-

fall is the only part of Deer Creek inhabited by
grayling. Near the base of the waterfall the
stream disappears beneath the surf~lCe ofa steep

talus slope before reemerging about 200 rn
dm:vnslope. Grayling are not present in the 10

km of stream between the lake and the Gallatin
River, perhaps because of the stream's steep
gradient (ahout 1000 milO km) and numerous
cascades. Fish habjtat is absent upstream from
the lake, and the population is thus physically
isolated within the lake and the short section of
stream above the waterfall.
METHODS

Methods and observation schedules were
influenced by the relatively remote location of
the study site. The lake is located within a des-

~:lay. Observations offish behavior started as the

ice' thawed and adults began entering the
stremn, mid-June in 1989 and late June in 19f10,
and ended as ice started forming on the lake and
stremn margins (10 November 1989) or as snow
accumulations on the trail made access di£Bcult

(11 October ID90). Stream temperature was
continuously recorded throughout both obser-

vation seasons with a Peahody Byan Model D
thermograph placed about 30 m downstream
from the lake, I)aily mean temperature \vas
calculated as the average of daily maximum and
mmnDum.
Traps with I-mm-mesh netting were placed to
determine the dates fIy became free-~"Wimming,
and to monitor their movement dmvnstream

and upstream out of the outlet stream. In 1989
three fry emergence traps (45 X 45 em) of the
type described by Fraley et al. (1986) were
placed over the substrate after most spawning
had ceased, over areas where fish had heen seen
spawning and where concentrations of eggs
were visible, Because Arctic grayling spawn
over the substrate without excavating redds,
eggs were readily visible among the substrate
particles. One emergence trap was placed in a
spawning area about 30 m below the outlet, and

the other two were placed in the principal
spavirning area about midway through the
stream length, Swim up fry in the traps were
removed and tabulated daily or on alternate
days until emergence ceased.

One-way traps were placed across the lake
outlet and at the top of the waterfall to monitor
movement of young out of the stream, The
upstream trap had V-shaped, screened barIiers
extending completely aeross the outlet and leading upstream into a holding box, This trap

retained Hsh as they entered the lake. The trap
was installed after most adult spa""crs had left
the stream but before the young became freeswimrning, After installation, the trap was in
continuous operation through both obselvation
seasons. It was inspected at intervals varying
from several days to about one week; young
\vere removed, measured, and released
upstream into the lake,
The dmvnstream trap was a drift net with its
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Fig. 1. Toto.l number of young Arctic grayling (Thymollus
arcticus) in three emergence traps placed over the substl1lte, and in the waterfall trnp. DeerCreek. Montana, 1989.

opening positioned at the lip of the waterfall; it
collected young that were going over the falls.
In 1989 this trap sampled about 0.3--0.5 of the
stream volume, as estimated by comparing flow

rate into aplastic sack attached to the trap versus
estimated stream discharge volume. In 1990
V-shaped barriers were added to direct all /low
through the net. In 1989 the trap was installed
on sampling days and left in place for about 24 h
before the young within were tabulated and
measured. The trap was deployed on 6 July,
before fry hecame free-swimming, and operated at intelVais of one to two days until munbers in the tmp declined shOIply. Thereafter, the
trap was operated at intelVals of several days to
two weeks until 19 October. In 1990 this trap
was operated less frequently, at inteIVals ranging from five days during the lMimup period to
about four weeks in September and October, to
determine diel patterns of movement over the

falls of young at different ages post-swimup.
Sampling began on 23 July as fry started to
swim. On sampling dates the tmp was deployed
at 1000 or 1100 h (Mountain Standard Time);
the trap was emptied of young at 1400 h, and
thereafter every 4 h until 1000 h the next day.
RESULTS

Spawning occurred through much of the
350-m length of the stream, from about 10 m
below the lake outlet to within 15-20 m of the
falls. The most heavily used area was a lO-m
reach about 130-140 m above the falls. In 1989
spawning occurred during the last week ofJune,
and swimup of fry in the emergence traps began
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about 11 July, peaked in mid-month, and continued until about 25 July (Fig. I). Spawning in
1990 occurred during the first week in July, and
swimup of fry began in mid-month and continued to the end of the month .
In 1989 fry started appearing in the falls trap
as they became free-swimming (Fig. 1). Highest
daily totals of fry in the falls trap, generally over
200 per day, occurred 15-22 July as numhers of
fry becoming free-swimmulg in the emergence
traps peaked, and then declined. The swimup
period ended about 25 July; thereafter, within a
week, numbers of young in the fall< trap
declined to ()...Q per day. No young entered the
falls trap after 20 September.
Movement of fry over the falls was concentrated within a 19-day period, 13-31 July. The
falls trap was operated for 13 of these days, and
the mean number of fry per 24-h sample was
127.3. Extrapolation from the estimated 3050% oftotal stream volume that passed through
the net, and application of the 13-day mean to
19 days, yielded a crude estimate of 4837-8062
young grayling lost over the falls 13-31 July.
Numbers in the falls trap averaged only 2.7 per
day during the 11 days sampled from 1 August
to 20 September, the last day young entered the
trap. Similar extrapolation to this 51-day period
yielded a crude estimate of an additional 275459 young lost. Thus, the number ofyoung lost
downstream over the falls in 1989 during the
period from swimup of fry to onset of ice cover
over the stream was roughly estimated at 50009000.
Fry were already becoming free-swimming
when the falls trap was installed on 23 July 1990.
Numbers of young per day in the falls trap
peaked at 561 on 28 July, diminished to 49 ten
days later on 6 August, and to 5 by 8 September.
No young entered the trap on 12 October, the
last day sampled in 1990. During the swimup
period fry went over the falls predominantly at
night (23 and 28 July; Fig. 2). However, there
was no consistent pattern of diurnal ""'S. noctur-

nal movement among the fewer young fish that
went over the fall< on later dates (6 and 17
August; Fig. 2). Too few days were saInpled at
the falls in 1990 to estimate total nnmbers lost.
In contrast to early losses over the falls,
upstream movement of young g'''yling into the
lake did not begin until late summer, when the
fish were larger and water tempemtures were

cooling (Fig. 3). Small numbers of young were
trapped at the lake outlet starting in mid-August
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Fig. 2. Die! pattern of young Arctic grayling (ThyrlUlllus
arctlros) accumulated in waterfall trap during .3- or 4-h
sampling periods (1000 or llOO h to 1400 h, then at 4-1
intervals thereafter), Deer Creek, Montana, 1990. Note
change of v-axis on July 28. Mean Si7..eS of young on these
sampling dates are in Figure 3. Arrows indicate sunset and
$unnse.

Fig..3. Mean daily temperature tC) of Deer Creek,
Montana, mean total lengths of age~O graylinu (Thymal1us
arcHeus) in waterfall and lake traps, and numbers of age-O
grayling in the lake trap, 1989 and 1990. Arrows indicate
dates when numbers of young be(.'Oming free-swimmiuO"
(collected in emergence traps) peaked during 1989 an~

1989 and early September 1990. Total numbers
ofyoung trapped per 3-day to I-week periods in
September and October were 0-26 in 1989 and
0-14 in 1990 (Fig. 3). Only 95 age-O young had
moved up into the lake in 1989 and 23 in 1990,
before observations were tenninated by the
onset of winterlike conditions in November
1989 and October 1990. While age-O grayling in
the falls trap were mostly newly swimming fry
that averaged 12--14 mm in length, the smallest
moving upstream into the lake trap averaged
52--54 mm in length (Fig. 3).

Although numbers of resident young in the
stream were not estimated, visual obselVations
indicated that age-O fish were abundant in
November 1989 as ice was starting to form on
the stream, but were present in much fewer
numbers (as age-l fish) when ice cover melted
the following June. The age-1 fish still in the
stream in June 1989 and 1990 had upstream
patterns of movement similar to those of the
age-O fish; very few entered tbe lake during the
June-November study period, and these limited upstream movements occurred mostly

1990.
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between early September and the end of observations in October or November. In 1989 only
seven age-l fish were in the lake trap from June
to the end of August, and 38 more from September to the end of observations in November. In
1990 on!}' two age- I fish were trapped, both in
September. Age-l fish were nearly absent from
the falls trap; three were trapred in 1989 and
two in 1990. Fish older than age-l were rare in
the stream when ice cover thawed in June of
both years.
DUring the summer of 1990, six adults
remained in the outlet stream. These fish were
seen in shallow water (5-10 cm deep) chasing
groups of young in late July. One was captured
with a dip net and had 12 age-O grayling in its
stomach.
DISCUSSION
Since we did not estimate the number of
young produced in the stream, we do not know
the percentage of total young lost over the falls
between swimup and the end ofobservations in
October and Novem ber. Two considerations
suggest that the losses represented a relatively
small percentage of young produced. First, it
w,,, Visually apparent that age-O young
remained abundant and widely distributed
throughout the stream until the end of each
observation season. Second, we estimated that
the number of eggs that could have been
spawned by this population dUring 1989 was
about 1.3 million. This was based on the estimated average of 2988 eggs in each of seven
females sampled (range 2459-3674) and the
estimated number of 426 adult females in 1989
(Deleray 1991). If we assume, as an example,
that swimup fry resulted from 10% ofthis potential egg deposition, then the estimated loss of
young over the falls (5000--9000) would be
about 4-7% offry produced in 1989. We do not
know of any estimates of the relationship
between potential egg deposition and actual fry
production by grayling. However, a figure of
10% seems conservative compared with recent
estimates of 11.~22.2% for chum salmon
(Oncorhynchus ketal and 16.4-29.1 % for coho
salmon (0. kisutch) in a Canadian streanl, "'ith
the lower percentages associated with poor substrate quality (Scrivener and Brownlee 1989).
The grayling lost downstream were predominantly small, newly swimming fry that went
over the falls at night. The nocturnal down-
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stream movement of the young was similar to
those of young from inlet-spawning populations
ofgrayling (Kruse 1959, Lund 1974, Wells 1976)
and other salmonids (McCart 1967, Northcote
1969, Brannon 1972). These observations were
also consistent "'ith results of experiments in an
artificial stream (Kaya 1989), which indicated
that although young Deer Lake grayling bad an
innately greater tendency to swim upstream
than those of an inlet-spawnin~ population, many
moved downstream, especially in darkness.

If loss over the falls results from deliberate
downstream migration by the young, then this
may indicate that tl,e Deer Lake population has
not yet completely adapted to outlet spawning.
If so, then the waterfall is continuing to act as a
selective factor removing those young with
inappropriate responses. Incomplete adaptation has also been suggested as an e>'l'lanation
for downstream movement by many swimup fry
of rainbow-eutthroat hyhrid trout that spawn in
the outlet of a Colorado lake (Lentsch 1985).
The lake had first been planted with trout about
100 years earlier. Little or no downstream loss
has been reported from populations of brown
and rainbow trout native to waters above falls
(Northcote 1969, 1981, Jonsson 1982,
Nortbcote and Hartman 1988), in contrast to
downstream movement overca<;cades ofan esti-

mated 22% of marked rainbow trout in a stream
that had been stocked repeatedly in preceding
years with nonnative rainbow trout (Cbapman
and May 1986). The Deer Lake population
almost certainly originated through a transplant
of young from an inlet-spawning population
sometime dUring the present century. In Montana, grayliog were not present above natural
barriers to upstream movement, and the ouly
lakes within the Original range that were naturally accessihle to fish and known to have contained native grayling were Upper and Lower
Red Rock lakes and perhaps Elk Lake, of the
Red Rock River drainage (Nelson 1954, Vincent
1962). Another lacustrine population originated
with the creation of Ennis Reservoir on the
Madison River, which contained native grayling.
The Red Rock, Elk, and Ennis populations are
inlet-spawning. Populations in other lakes ori~
inated through stockings that began after artilicial culture of the species was initiated in 1898
(Henshall 1906). Unpublished records of
regional, state, and federal hatcheries involved
Ul these stocking programs indicate that fertilized eggs were obtained from Upper Red Rock

1992J
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Lake or Ennis Reservoirorotberinlet-spawning
populations established through transplants
from tl,ese two sources (Kaya 1989, 1990).
Outlet-spawning populations are kn"'H1 to have
evolved elsewhere from transplants of inletspawning grayling (Kruse 1959) and rainbow
trout (Northcote 1969).
It is possible that downsh'eam loss of many

young Hsh occurs even from populations we.U
adapted to spawning above a waterfall. With
native, above-falls populations that have been
studied, tlle young sampled were brown trout
from about 10 em to over 20 em in lengtl'
(Jonsson 1982), or rainbow and cutthroat trout
whose sizes were not stated (NOlthc..'ote 1969,
1981, Northcote and Hartman 1988). Given the
mpid post-~-wil1lup decline of downstream
movement observed in the present shu].,-. conclusions on magnitude ofsuch losses would have
been very different if the sampling had begun
one or two weeks after the end of the swim'llp
period, or if the only fish sampled were larger
than 1.5-2.0 em.
Factors otber than deliberate downstream
movement could have produced losses over the
falls, including passive drift or local ,lispe.l~al.

Those young that \llCre lost could have migi.
nated from eggs either spmvned within or
drilted to locations dose to the falls. Adults
spawned \\;tl,i" 15-20 m above the falls, and we
confirmed visually that many eggs dlift downstream from spawning areas after being broadcast over the substrate. Fry originating from
eggs near the falls could be lost through passive
drift if tlley became free-s\\;mming at night and
were consequeotly displaced downstream in the
darkness, as has been described of European
grayling (T thynwU",,; Bardonnet and Gaudin
1.990). Downstream losses could also repre~ent
pa<sive drift of dead or unhealthy fub, as suggested by a report that 81% of young brown
trout produced in a section of stream did not
survive .m d drifted downstrf'...am, mostly at night
(Elliott 1986). We did not attempt to detennine
the health of young grayling in the falls trap.
Loss over tl,e falli could be an indirect consequence of local dispersal of young within the
strearll as they became free-S\vinuning. Young
sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus "enm) of
outlet-spawning populations have been
reported to tempomrily disperse duwnstream
before holding position or swimming upstream
into lakes (McCart 1967, Br.:mnon 1972). Young
grayling in Deer Dreek also disperse locally

from the immediate spawning areas, some of
them app<u'ently dov>'Ilstream. For those
becoming free-swimming near tlle f~d.ls, even
localized dU\mstl'eam dispersal could resnlt in
some being carried over, especiaUy under COTlditions of poor visibility at night.
The results indicate that Deer t.,ke grayling
spend at least tl,e first, and possibly also their
second swnmer and early
, to mid-autumn in the
outlet stream. However, the results did not
permit us to determine the exact timing of most
movement by young into the lake, or whether
they move upstream predominantly as age·O or
as age-J. fish. The very few young that moved
into tl,e luke duriog both observation seasons
could not account for the numbers ofspawning
adults produced in the population. Sin,,, there
is no other source of young, and since the 1989
observation season extended over the entire ice·
free period on the stream, maintenance
the
Deer Lake poplliation must depend on
upstream movement ofyoung sometime during
the six to seven months of annual ice cover.
Although age-O yOllllg greatly diminished ill
numb"" and age-1 fish virtually disappeared
from the stream between the onset of ice cover
in November W8D and its thawing in June 1990,
we do not know the proportions these reductions in numbers attributable to movement into
the lake, death, or loss over the falls. The greatly
diminished numbers of young in the falls trap
during late summer and their absence in t'he
trap by October ofboth yean; suggest th"t downstream losses during winter may be small. The
chronology of major movement by young grayling into the lake and the numbers and ages of
fish involved would need to be resolved by
observations during winter.
Uttle is known about duration of stream
residence for outlet-spawning popnlations of
Arctic grayling. Young from inlet-spaWllinglX"Pulations of the species typically have an early
descent to the lake, mnging from immediately
after S\viIllUP (Kruse 1959, Lund 1974, Wells
1976) to within several weeks (Nelson 1954).
\Ve are not aw;u'c of other studies on stre~lm
resident" times of yOllng grayling from outletspawning populations and so do not know
whether extended period ofstream residence L<
typiml for such populations. Young rainbow
trout of outlet-spawning populations tend to
remain for extended periods of at least a month
to a year or more before migrating upstream to
lakes, while those oHnlet-spawning populations

or

of
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migrate when newly swimming in some populations and after extended periods of stream residence in others (Northcote 1969). The
extended stream residence ofyoung Deer Lake
grayling is also consistent with their lesser tendency to swim upstream in an artificial stream

as early fry (from swimup to three weeks), compared with their responses when older, within a
study period of up to 10 weeks post-swimup
(Kaya 1989, 1991).
It may be that young of an outlet-spawning
popu lation need to attain larger sizes and
thereby become stronger swimmers before they
can swim upstream into the lake. However, this

possibility appears contradicted by our casual
ohservations that age-O grayling of all sizes in
Deer Creek, starting from those newly swimming, were capable of swimming upstream
when they were disturbed by our presence.
Those young originating from spawning areas
within a few meters ofthe lake outlet could have
entered the lake bymoving only a short distance
upstream.
Another possible factor, quality of rearing
habitat, also does not appear to favor extended
residence in Deer Creek. Deer Lake grayling
grow slower during their first two years than
those of other lacustrine populations studied
thus far in Montana, but thereafter they grow at
similar or faster rates (Deleray 1991). Unlike
young Deer Lake grayling, those from inletspawning populations in Montana spend their
first summer and autumn growing season in
lakes. The slower early growth of Deer Lake
grayling thus appears related to their spending
their first growing seasons in the stream rather
than in the lake.
We speculate that young Deer Lake grayling
may remain in the outlet stream to avoid intmsp~cific predation in the lake. Eriksen (1975)

observed that age-O grayling in several Montana
lakes occupied shallow, near-shore areas among
rooted aquatic vegetation, and snggested that
their distribution provided protection against
predation by the adults. Behavior of the few
post-spawning adults that remained in Deer
Creek during the summer of 1990 confirmed
that adults will prey on the young. Young grayling would likely be susceptible to predation by
larger conspecifics in Deer Lake because of its
high water clarity throughout the summer and
the lack of rooted macrophytes. In the outlet
stream the only potential predators of young
grayling that we saw were the relatively few

residual adult and age-l grayling remaining
through the summer, and an occasional belted
kingfisher (Aves, Ceryle alcyon). Thus, the
movements of age-O Deer Lake grayling that
remain in the outlet stream appear adapted both
to heginning their existence a sholt distance
ahove a waterfall and to avoidance of predation
by larger conspecifics in the lake.
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